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THE BOY WHO BECAME A REBEL. THE REBEL WHO BECAME A SOLDIER. THE SOLDIER
WHO BECAME AN ICON. THE ICON WHO DISAPPEARED.

Raised in Park Avenue privilege, J. D. Salinger sought out combat, surviving five bloody battles of World
War II, and out of that crucible he created a novel, The Catcher in the Rye, which journeyed deep into his
own despair and redefined postwar America.

For more than fifty years, Salinger has been one of the most elusive figures in American history. All of the
attempts to uncover the truth about why he disappeared have been undermined by a lack of access and the
recycling of inaccurate information. In the course of a nine-year investigation, and especially in the three
years since Salinger’s death, David Shields and Shane Salerno have interviewed more than 200 people on
five continents (many of whom had previously refused to go on the record) to solve the mystery of what
happened to Salinger.

Constructed like a thriller, this oral biography takes you into Salinger’s private world for the first time,
through the voices of those closest to him: his World War II brothers-in-arms, his family, his friends, his
lovers, his classmates, his editors, his New Yorker colleagues, his spiritual advisors, and people with whom
he had relationships that were secret even to his own family. Their intimate recollections are supported by
more than 175 photos (many never seen before), diaries, legal records, and private documents that are woven
throughout; in addition, appearing here for the first time, are Salinger’s “lost letters”—ranging from the
1940s to 2008, revealing his intimate views on love, literature, fame, religion, war, and death, and providing
a raw and revelatory self-portrait.

Salinger published his last story in 1965 but kept writing continuously until his death, locked for years inside
a bunker in the woods, compiling manuscripts and filing them in a secret vault. Was he a genius who left the
material world to focus on creating immaculate art or a haunted recluse, lost in his private obsessions? Why
did this writer, celebrated by the world, stop publishing? Shields and Salerno’s investigation into Salinger’s
epic life transports you from the bloody beaches of Normandy, where Salinger landed under fire, carrying
the first six chapters of The Catcher in the Rye . . . to the hottest nightclub in the world, the Stork Club,
where he romanced the beautiful sixteen-year-old Oona O’Neill until she met Charlie Chaplin . . . from his
top-secret counterintelligence duties, which took him to a subcamp of Dachau . . . to a love affair with a
likely Gestapo agent whom he married and brought home to his Jewish parents’ Park Avenue apartment and
photographs of whom appear here for the first time . . . from the pages of the New Yorker, where he found
his voice by transforming the wounds of war into the bow of art . . . to the woods of New Hampshire, where
the Vedanta religion took over his life and forced his flesh-and-blood family to compete with his imaginary
Glass family.

Deepening our understanding of a major literary and cultural figure, and filled with many fascinating
revelations— including the birth defect that was the real reason Salinger was initially turned down for
military service; the previously unknown romantic interest who was fourteen when Salinger met her and, he



said, inspired the title character of “For Esmé—with Love and Squalor”; the first photographs ever seen of
Salinger at war and the last known photos of him alive; never-before-published love letters that Salinger, at
fifty-three, wrote to an eighteen-year-old Joyce Maynard; and, finally, what millions have been waiting
decades for: the contents of his legendary vault—Salinger is a monumental book about the cost of war and
the cost of art.
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From reader reviews:

Glen Hoffman:

The book Salinger has a lot info on it. So when you read this book you can get a lot of help. The book was
written by the very famous author. This articles author makes some research prior to write this book. This
specific book very easy to read you can get the point easily after scanning this book.

Richard Nix:

Precisely why? Because this Salinger is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting for you
to snap that but latter it will jolt you with the secret this inside. Reading this book close to it was fantastic
author who else write the book in such remarkable way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining technique but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this ever again or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of advantages than the
other book possess such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking means. So , still want
to hesitate having that book? If I have been you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Ronald Searle:

This Salinger is great reserve for you because the content that is full of information for you who have always
deal with world and have to make decision every minute. That book reveal it information accurately using
great organize word or we can point out no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read this hurriedly you
can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean it only provides straight forward sentences but difficult core
information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Salinger in your hand like having the world in your
arm, info in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no book that offer you world with ten or fifteen small right
but this guide already do that. So , this is good reading book. Hi Mr. and Mrs. stressful do you still doubt that
will?

Jason Wahl:

Is it anyone who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day through watching television programs or
just resting on the bed? Do you need something new? This Salinger can be the solution, oh how comes? A
book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your time by reading in this completely new era is
common not a geek activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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